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Abst raet - -A  mathematical model which examines the steady state temperature distribution in 
tissue containing a prevascular tumor is presented. The tumor is modeled as a one-dimensional 
cancer cell culture consisting of a necrotic ore surrounded by a region of live proliferating cells. 
Skin temperature is expressed as a function of tumor location, tumor size, necrotic region size, and 
ambient emperature. It is determined that the size of the necrotic region is a critical parameter for 
detecting the presence of the tumor from the skin temperature. 
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The problem of heat transfer in tumors has been studied since Lawson observed differences 
in tissue temperature due to the presence of breast tumors [1]. An overview of mathematical  
models which examine heat transfer in vascularized tumors is presented in [2]. The detection of 
prevascular tumors is important because at this early stage the tumor has not yet spread to other 
parts of the body. Multiregion type models which describe the prevascular stage of solid tumor 
growth by diffusion have been presented in [3-5]. In all of these models, the solid tumor consisted 
of a necrotic core surrounded by a region of viable proliferating cells. The effects of nutrients 
and growth inhibitors on the growth of a prevascular solid tumor and on the formation of the 
necrotic region were examined. In this paper, we present a mathematical model of heat transfer 
in a one-dimensional prevascular tumor. Such a model can provide insight on the conditions 
under which the skin temperature can be used to detect the presence of a prevascular tumor. 
The effects of tumor location and size on the surface temperature are examined. 
We consider a prevascular cancer cell culture lying in the dermis which is part of the sub- 
cutaneous tissues (SST) region. The SST region consists of three layers. The top layer is the 
epidermis which is made of dead tissue. The middle layer is the dermis consisting of glands, 
blood vessels, connective tissues, etc. [6]. In the bottom layer are the subcutaneous tissues (SST) 
which consist of dense blood vessels. The heat flow in the SST region is given by the Pennes 
equation [7] 
OT 
p~ ~-  = V .  (KVT)  + mbCb(TA -- T)  + S, (1) 
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where p is the density of the tissues, ~ is the specific heat of the tissues, K is the thermal 
conductivity of the tissues, mb is the mass flow rate of blood, TA is the arterial blood temperature, 
Cb is the specific heat of blood, and S is the metabolic heat generation of the SST region. The first 
term in the right hand side of the above equation represents heat transfer due to conduction and 
the second term represents heat transfer due to perfusion. Since the tumor is in the prevascular 
stage, the perfusion term must vanish to yield 
OT 
p~-~- = V. (KVT) + S. (2) 
At steady state, the time derivative is zero and the heat flow equations for the SST regions are 
given by 
02Ti Si 
Oz ---~ - K i '  i = 1,2,3,4,5, (3) 
where T1 through T5 are the temperatures, $1 through $5 are the metabolic heat generations, 
and K1 through K5 are the thermal conductivities of the SST tissues (Zo < z < zl), the living 
cells of the tumor lying above the SST tissues (zl < z < z2), the necrotic region (z2 < z < z3), 
the living cells of the tumor lying above the necrotic region (z3 < z < z4), and the epidermis 
(z4 < z < z5), respectively. It should be noted that the metabolic heat generations and thermal 
conductivities in the regions of the live proliferating cells of the tumor are equal, i.e., $2 = $4 
and Ks =/(4 .  Since the necrotic ore consists of dead cells, there is no metabolic heat generation 
in that region, so that $3 -- 0. The corresponding boundary conditions are 
(i) Tl(zo) = Tb = temperature of the body. 
(ii) The temperature is continuous across every interface z~, i -- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
(iii) The heat flux is continuous across every interface, i.e., K~ ~ = Ki+l OT,+, ----BY- at z = zi, 
i = 1,2,3,4. 
(iv) At the skin surface (z = Zs), - / (4 ~ = A(T5 - T~), with Ta being the temperature of the 
surrounding medium and A being the surface heat transfer coefficient. 
The heat distribution in each region is obtained by solving equations (3) and is given by 
$1 2 ( A2+A3D2)  T1 2K1 z + A1 + Ks Z + Tb, 
= -- K1 + -~1-~1 1) 
T2=-2KsZ + \ /(2 +~ z+~-~- lz l+(As+A3)z l  I(1 I~s 
D2 
 1z1 1) 
T3 = ~-~3 +-~1-~33 z+ K- -~ ~-~1z2+~-~1 + (A2 + d3)zl I~1 I712 
Ds (Ks )  A3 DsK2 _AT,  
+-~1 zl -~1-1  - A5- -~3z2  D1K3Z2 
$4 z2 + D2 + Ao _ D2 ( D2 K4 A4 ) 
T4 = -2K4  D'-~ z -D-11 z4 + ~ K5 ~ Z4 
A9 (D2K4 A4) (I~5 ) 
+W- , 
Ss 2 D2 K,  A4 A9 (D2K4 A4) (K5  ) 
T5 = -2K5  z + - - - - z -  - -Z  K5 ~ - -~l K5 K5 - -+z5  , 
where the constants are: A1 = ($1 - $2)zl, A2 = $2z2, A3 = -$2z3, A4 = ($4 - $5)z4, 
(KS_~, _ S_~_~d A7= s_~d As =_z__~d A9=As_~_~_+Ssz~+AT~, A5 = -s -~d-Tb ,  A6 = (KS--~4 gsJ 2, Ks 2 K, 2 g~ 2 g2/ 2 ' ' B 1 B2 Bl = z2 + ~K,z, - zl, B2 = ~7,1K2 - K3, B3 = AT+ AS-  -~zl ,  91 = ~z3  + z4 -  z3 - K3 + 
A~+A,~ g---z + -~'~ (z5 -- z4) , and Ds ), -- -~'~3z3 + A6 + As + B3 + A~B'B2 -- A--z~ + -~ (zS -- z4) " K s  K~ K2 
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The solutions to the differential equations (3) were used to numerically calculate the tem- 
perature in the SST region for the case where the tumor is located below the epidermis. The 
numerical values for the thermal conductivities and metabolic heat generations were chosen to be 
consistent with Saxena et al. [6]. The results showed that the size of the necrotic core is a very 
important parameter in determining the temperature at the skin surface. In Figure 1, we show 
the temperature distribution in tissue containing a tumor without a necrotic region and compare 
it with the temperature distribution in tissue without a tumor. As expected, the presence of 
the tumor results in an increase at the skin temperature which is proportional to the size of the 
tumor. However, as the necrotic region begins to form, the temperature at the body surface 
decreases. When the size of the necrotic region is one half the size of the region of living tumor 
cells, the skin temperature is essentially the same whether the tumor is present or not, as shown 
in Figure 2. Finally, it is illustrated in Figure 3 that when the size of the necrotic region is the 
same as the size of the region of living cells, the skin temperature is less when the tumor is present 
compared to the no tumor case. The degree of complexity of this model is relatively simple, yet, 
it is mathematical ly sophisticated enough to capture the main biological phenomenon of heat 
transfer in a prevascular tissue and to become a basis in developing more advanced models. 
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Figure 1. Temperature distribution in the SST region for (a) no tumor present; 
(b)-(d) progressively arger tumor with no necrotic ore. 
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Figure 2. Temperature distribution in the SST region for (a) no tumor present; 
(b)-(d) progressively arger tumor with necrotic region size equal to one half the size 
of the living cell region. 
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Figure 3. Temperature distribution in the SST region for (a) no tumor present; 
(b)-(d) progressively arger tumor with necrotic region size equal to the size of the 
living cell region. 
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